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In order to have a good relationship with the Sun Moon Divine Fire Hall, Yin Xuejian 
approached the two hall masters as soon as he had a chance. 

“The two palace masters, based on the speculations of the two, is it possible for the 
bandit to survive?” 

Yin Xuejian asked respectfully. 

“Based on the strength shown by the madman, he may break through the thunder 
attack in the non-core area.” 

“But the movement just now is likely to be caused by the terrifying thunder in the core 
area, and there are such fluctuations at such a distance.” 

“It is conceivable that the people they are in will be bombarded by the power of the sky 
thunder?” 

The Lord of the Sun Moon Divine Fire Palace said the final word: “So that group of 
people will surely die.” 

“It’s just a pity for Moon Shadow!” 

The deputy hall master said with a sad face. 

Gongsun Yueying has an excellent talent for cultivation and is highly valued by the two 
of them. 

Even the two palace masters planned to train Gongsun Yueying as the future heir. 

It was a pity that he was kidnapped by that madman and finally died in this Dragon 
Burying Valley. 

“Damn things, even if he escaped the Dragon Burial Valley by chance, this seat will 
crush him to ashes.” 

The hall master said with a grim expression. 

“Two hall masters, please rest assured, the Taixu Shenzong will go all out to kill them 
and avenge the many geniuses in the hall.” 

Yin Xuejian hurriedly expressed his loyalty. 



The two palace masters nodded in satisfaction. 

After a while, the deputy hall master said solemnly: “Wait for this matter, several holy 
sons of the Taixu Shenzong can go to the Sun Moon Shenhuo Academy to cultivate.” 

“Thank you for the gift of the hall master!” 

Yin Xuejian was overjoyed. 

This is the ultimate goal of his actions, and now he has got what he wants, and he is 
very happy. 

the other side. 

Xiao Feng hid in the depths of the jungle, and heard from the discussions of many sect 
members that Levi Garrison was dangerous. 

The whole face was instantly filled with fear and worry. 

The last time I just saw one side in a hurry and then parted, Xiao Feng never thought 
that that side would be a goodbye anyway. 

“Master, why are you going to investigate like this?” 

“The terror of the power of thunder is also unimaginable, and the energy fluctuations 
can be clearly felt from such a distance.” 

“What’s more, I’m facing the thunder bombardment at close range. No, I have to go into 
the Buried Dragon Valley to investigate.” 

It was only Xiao Feng who had such an idea and he gave up directly. 

Now all the entrances to the Buried Dragon Valley are surrounded by wind and rain, and 
it is impossible to break through the heavy seals with their own strength. 

Taking ten thousand steps back, even if you are lucky enough to break through from a 
relatively weak entrance, you will probably have to pay a lot of money. 

The most important thing is that even if you enter the Dragon Burying Valley area, it is 
probably difficult to survive under the bombardment of the sky. 

“It’s better to wait on the outside for a while. If the master is really killed, then look for an 
opportunity to seek revenge Gong Qianqiu.” 

Xiao Feng secretly made a decision. 



at the same time. 

In the core area of Dragon Burial Valley. 

Levi Garrison was constantly bombarded by various thunders. 

However, Levi Garrison did not refuse anyone who came, and even attracted the 
thunder that was going to attack Murong Qingxue and the others. 

And Levi Garrison also discovered in the process that the Tianlei in the core area of the 
Buried Dragon Valley seemed to have some kind of spirituality. 

These Tianlei seemed to feel the power of Levi Garrison, so the most powerful Tianlei in 
the area concentrated on him. 

“I know that Lao Tzu is too strong, so are you ready to kill Lao Tzu?” 

The corners of Levi Garrison’s mouth rose slightly, and he said with a sneer, “It’s just 
that these days, I’m afraid I can’t think of it, I just need them to do this.” 

“Tianlei is a catastrophe, but why is it not a chance?” 

Levi Garrison was full of arrogance. After this period of time, he could clearly feel that 
the strength of his body and meridians had increased a lot. 

The effect is comparable to the chain quenching degree of large dragon veins and even 
higher-level spiritual veins. 

“Let Tianlei come more violently!” 

Levi Garrison shouted loudly, as if provoking Tianlei. 
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Clap! 

The dazzling lightning pierced the sky, actually splitting the dark clouds. 

Boom! 

Then came the deafening roar of thunder. 



Even Levi Garrison was shocked, the sound of thunder seemed to penetrate the soul, 
making people temporarily lose their ability to respond. 

“Tianlei here really has aura to some extent!” 

Levi Garrison was overjoyed, and immediately felt a little abnormal. 

Looking up, I saw dark clouds moving in the depths of the cold lake, as if some kind of 
giant beast was about to burst out of the sky. 

The dazzling electric light is instantly connected in one place, forming an incomparably 
huge power grid. 

The terrifying Tianlei jumped around in it, as if it might fall down at any time. 

Chi Chi Chi! 

The dense arcs are intricately intertwined, like countless thunder dragons swallowing 
clouds, the scene is extremely terrifying. 

Swish! 

Thunder exploded, and the ‘power grid’ that was still at the far end instantly reached the 
top of the three of them, like a spotlight on the stage instantly lit. 

At the same time, the void is full of aftermath of thunder and lightning. If there is no 
precaution, I am afraid that it will be directly electrocuted into coke. 

“The power of the thunder is getting stronger and stronger, it seems to be gathering!” 

Levi Garrison muttered to himself. 

Since entering the core area of the Buried Dragon Valley, the thunder has not stopped. 

However, just now Tianlei seemed to temporarily put a truce on him, the lightning and 
thunder only existed in the void, and there was no rush to strike Tianlei. 

Even so, Levi Garrison didn’t dare to neglect at all, because he could clean and feel that 
the power of the thunder was getting stronger and stronger. 

It seems that he is accumulating strength and giving himself a fatal blow. 

In particular, the thunder and lightning pressure in the surrounding space is getting 
bigger and bigger. Even with Levi Garrison’s physical strength, he can occasionally feel 
a sense of tearing. 



The pressure on the outer energy shield of the two women’s bodies is getting stronger 
and stronger, and the outermost layer has a tendency to shatter. 

Even the middle shield has been slightly deformed, you must know that this is an 
energy shield that has been deliberately strengthened by Levi Garrison. 

As the thunder and lightning became denser, the smell of scorch in the air became 
stronger. 

“I want to see what big tricks you can come up with?” 

Levi Garrison sneered. 

At the same time, the two women also noticed the abnormality. 

“Look over there, it’s not quite right!” 

Gongsun Yueying’s voice was clearly filled with panic and fear. 

Murong Qingxue looked in the direction of Gongsun Yueying’s fingers, and her already 
ugly face instantly worsened. 

“Did this spark the wrath of the sky?” 

Murong Qingxue’s voice was trembling, and she was obviously terrified. 

While speaking, the thunder and lightning flashes in the distant sky suddenly became 
extremely restless. 

Lightning across the sky instantly triggered a chain reaction, as if the entire top of the 
sky was covered with power grids. 

As long as there is a flash of electric light, the sky can be lit up in an instant, and even 
the dark clouds that were originally suppressed to the extreme have dissipated. 

The sky seems to be much clearer at the moment of the lightning, but the terrifying 
energy pressure is not decreasing but increasing. 

Kick-kick! 

After several consecutive waves of lightning and thunder, the originally calm water 
surface of the cold pool suddenly surged, and countless energy vortexes soon formed. 

The arcs around the energy vortex flicker, just like the special effects attached to a sci-fi 
blockbuster, and they look extremely dynamic and exciting. 



However, Murong Qingxue and the others did not have the slightest intention to 
appreciate it, and a more terrifying thunder followed one after another. 

Boom boom! 

The ground in the entire core area shook violently. 

“How could the explosion of the thunder shake the ground to such an extent?” 

“Are we still in time for the earthquake?” 

Even though the two women tried to maintain their balance using the exercises, they 
almost fell over several times. 

At this moment, Levi Garrison’s low voice sounded: “It’s not an earthquake, it should be 
the power of the thunder that caused the resonance of the power of the leylines.” 
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The two girls were dumbfounded. 

“What is the power of the earth veins?” 

“I’ve only heard of the sacred dragon vein, could it be a higher level spirit vein?” 

The two women expressed their doubts one after another. 

Levi Garrison continued to explain: “It can also be understood in this way, the ground in 
the core area of the Buried Dragon Valley has been hit by thunderstorms all year 
round.” 

“A special geology has been formed to a certain extent, and this kind of geology must 
have unparalleled power of lightning.” 

“If there is a tendency for thunder and agitation to gather today, such ley lines will 
naturally sense and form resonance.” 

“Don’t you realize that the power of the underground bondage has become stronger 
again?” 

The two women suddenly realized that they felt as if their legs were bound by some kind 
of force, and it was extremely difficult to break free. 



You must know that not long ago, Levi Garrison specially raised the level of the energy 
shield, and even isolated the energy layer between the ground and their feet alone. 

This action is extremely light, and I never thought that the current state of restraint that 
was difficult to move would reappear. 

“Be careful yourself! I’m afraid it will be difficult for me to take care of you in the future.” 

At this time, Levi Garrison’s tone was particularly solemn. 

The two women’s hearts were instantly raised in their throats. Levi Garrison acted 
relaxed and comfortable from beginning to end, how could he suddenly express that he 
had no time to take care of him? 

They originally wanted to ask what was going on, but the terrifying movement over 
Hantan once again attracted the attention of the two women. 

I saw that countless waterspouts of different sizes suddenly formed on the surface of 
the originally calm cold pool. 

The rolled-up cold pool exudes a chilling white air, and the edge of the water layer and 
the middle position also carry a stern electric flower. 

For a time, it seemed as if countless electric dragons rose into the sky, all of them 
gathered directly above the middle of the cold pool. 

Whoa whoa whoa! 

The terrifying electric sound can be heard clearly from such a distance, making people 
feel involuntarily tingling their scalps. 

And after a while, the dark clouds over the center of Hantan suddenly dissipated, and 
there was a dazzling giant terrifying electric ball floating in the air. 

“It’s still getting bigger, is this ready to give us the strongest blow?” 

Murong Qingxue screamed in shock. 

Gongsun Yueying’s mouth twitched, her beautiful eyes were completely filled with horror 
and fear. 

Sure enough, she found that those ‘electric dragons’ were constantly gathering into the 
giant electric ball, and the electric ball was getting bigger and bigger. 

The thunder around the giant electric ball became more and more deafening, and even 
the space began to distort. 



One can imagine how terrifying the power of thunder and lightning has reached? 

The giant electric ball was like a miniature version of the sun, and the eyes couldn’t 
stand it for a moment. 

“The previous three-color sky thunder is also much different from this group of thunder 
and lightning light balls. It is no wonder that the sect master will say things that may not 
be taken into account.” 

Murong Qingxue’s face was extremely ugly. 

the other side. 

The many sectarian forces that formed a siege outside the Dragon Burial Valley also felt 
the anomaly. 

Especially the temple master of the Sun Moon Divine Fire Palace, jumped to the 
commanding heights and clearly saw the outbreak of the thunder tribulation. 

In particular, the terrifying lightning sphere in the distant sky is more clearly visible. 

Even at such a distance, you can clearly feel the pressure of that destructive power. 

Although the others did not have the keen perception of the temple master of the Sun 
Moon Divine Fire Palace, they could clearly feel the surging energy rage. 

This is definitely the rhythm of the Thunder Tribulation concentration. 

“Palace Master, what have you seen?” 

“Palace Lord, what are we going to do next?” 

“Do you need to enter the Dragon Burial Valley to find that gangster?” 

Everyone asked questions. 

The Lord of the Sun and Moon Divine Fire Hall said solemnly, “This time, the fury of the 
power of the Thunder is dozens of times stronger than the last time I entered the 
Dragon Burial Valley.” 

“No matter what the realm of cultivation is, those who enter it will surely die, but it’s a 
pity that Yueying is such a good seedling.” 
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Taiyi Chamber of Commerce Longyang City Branch. 

Wei Shuyang and other high-level officials have just received relevant information from 
Levi Garrison. 

“Why is this, Levi Garrison?” 

“Although divine bones are indeed an indispensable material for forging peerless divine 
weapons, it is also necessary to venture deep into the Dragon Burial Valley!” 

“Dragon Burial Valley is worthy of being a peerless and fierce place. Even his cultivation 
level can’t escape death. It’s really terrifying.” 

“Many branches of the Taiyi Chamber of Commerce once jointly went to the Dragon 
Burial Valley, and they all ended up with heavy casualties.” 

“Since we haven’t entered the core area, we should blame Levi Garrison for being too 
conceited, and finally paid a heavy price.” 

Everyone was talking about it, but Wei Shuyang didn’t say much. 

“Does the president have other opinions?” 

Birth inquiry. 

Wei Shuyang pondered for a moment and said, “This is just speculation by the temple 
owner of the Sun Moon Divine Fire Palace, and no one has seen Levi Garrison’s body.” 

“Although I have never fought against Levi Garrison, the strength he shows in his 
gestures should not be underestimated. Maybe there is a chance of survival!” 

“Go on, let the eyeliners in the Buried Dragon Valley continue to pay attention to the 
movement, and all things related to Levi Garrison must be reported as soon as 
possible.” 

For some reason, Wei Shuyang always felt that Levi Garrison would not die so easily. 

Moreover, the reaction of the Tianlei Tribulation in the Buried Dragon Valley was 
different from the past. This huge change was most likely caused by Levi Garrison’s 
intrusion. 

In other words, Levi Garrison changed the direction of Tianlei in the Dragon Burial 
Valley, which itself has great problems. 



the other side. 

Xiao Feng, who was hiding in the depths of the jungle, also learned the news of Levi 
Garrison’s bad luck. 

He couldn’t hold back his worries any longer, and decided to rush into the Dragon 
Buried Valley to rescue his master. 

Although Xiao Feng also knew that if Levi Garrison’s strength was unable to retreat, 
then he would not escape death if he went. 

Even so, Xiao Feng wanted to go in and take a look. Even if he brought out the exact 
information, he would at least let other relatives and friends know the truth. 

Xiao Feng evaluated the defensive strength in multiple directions, and finally chose a 
relatively weak entrance to break in. 

This entrance is guarded by five small sectarian powerhouses. Xiao Feng has made 
great progress in his cultivation during this period of time, and no one can stop him as 
he rampages. 

When Xiao Feng entered the inside of the Buried Dragon Valley, those small sectarian 
powerhouses were afraid of being killed by Tianlei, so they did not dare to continue to 
follow them rashly. 

“Something as timid as a mouse still wants to stop Lao Tzu?” 

Xiao Feng couldn’t stop sneering in his heart, and continued to move inside the Dragon 
Burial Valley. 

Seeing the uneven ground inside, especially the charred slag around the pit, Xiao Feng 
felt a chill in his heart. 

He knew that these should be caused by the thunder, and the destructive power of the 
thunder was far beyond Xiao Feng’s imagination, so he was even more worried about 
Levi Garrison’s safety. 

“We must speed up.” 

Xiao Feng ran the exercises to speed up the pace, but after walking for a long time, he 
suddenly felt some kind of force restraint under his feet. 

In this way, Xiao Feng’s traveling speed was largely retarded, but the speed of his fast-
moving skill was able to resolve it to the greatest extent. 

Xiao Feng continued to move forward, but one thing puzzled him. 



“Looking at the surrounding ground potholes, although it is not particularly dense, it can 
also be seen that the probability of thunder falling is very high.” 

“But I’ve been traveling for several miles and I haven’t encountered a single thunder 
attack. Could it be that the thunder here has been resisted by Master?” 

Xiao Feng was perplexed, but he was very fortunate that he was not attacked by 
Tianlei, otherwise he could not say how long he could carry it. 

However, how did Xiao Feng know that all the thunder in the Buried Dragon Valley was 
madly gathering in the direction of Hantan at this moment. 

This directly led to the elimination of all the mines in the non-core area. 

As the shocking thunder became more and more intense, Xiao Feng also continued to 
accelerate his pace and rushed to the core area of the Buried Dragon Valley. 
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at the same time. 

Seeing that the giant electric balls above Hantan’s center line are getting bigger and 
bigger, Levi Garrison is also getting more and more excited. 

Because he can clearly feel the power of the giant electric ball is very terrifying, even 
stronger than dozens of large dragon veins. 

The key point is that these are all concentrated. If you can survive this calamity, your 
cultivation realm will definitely be able to reach a big level. 

As for Gongsun Yueying and Murong Qingxue, the same is true. As long as they can 
withstand the blow of thunder, they will complete their qualitative transformation. 

“I will continue to strengthen your energy shield, and the farther away from me, the 
better, otherwise it will inevitably be affected.” 

“Once the thunderbolt breaks through the energy shield, the two of you will do your best 
to fight against each other, which will be beneficial to your cultivation.” 

“Go back!” 

While speaking, Levi Garrison pushed the energy shield far away, and a powerful force 
wrapped the two women out of the distance. 



Originally, Murong Qingxue and the others were still very worried about the imminent 
thunder, but they were stunned to find that this situation did not happen. 

The thunder in the core area and the non-core area did not strike the two women, but 
quickly gathered towards the giant electric ball in the air. 

“All the thunders in the Buried Dragon Valley are gathered in one place, can the sect 
master bear it?” 

Murong Qingxue said with great concern. 

Gongsun Yueying also said in a trembling voice: “Master, this caused the anger of the 
sky, and all the thunderbolts in the Buried Dragon Valley gathered to give a full blow to 
quell the anger, but this will reduce the pressure on us.” 

Even though he said that, there was no trace of relief on Gongsun Yueying’s face. 

The reason is very simple. Although there is no thunder attack for the time being, as 
long as Levi Garrison can’t resist the attack of the wrath, he still can’t be spared. 

Because as long as the Sky Wrath kills the strongest person who destroys the energy 
balance, it will return to its previous state again. 

Tianlei landed everywhere, coupled with the restraint of the earth’s veins, with their 
strength, there was absolutely no possibility of surviving. 

Not even a trace. 

“There’s nothing to worry about, I also want to see how far the strongest blow in the 
Buried Dragon Valley can be?” 

Levi Garrison laughed on his back, like a god of war against the sky, fearless of the 
wrath of the sky, so arrogant and involuntarily admiring. 

In fact, Levi Garrison really looked forward to this strongest blow. For him, this was a 
great opportunity, and he could soar into the sky as long as he seized it. 

After laughing for a long time, Levi Garrison instructed: “Take this opportunity to find the 
bones and other treasures.” 

“I have to devote myself to preparing for the battle, I can’t be distracted, and hurry up!” 

Although the two women were extremely frightened by the sudden thunderstorm, they 
never dared to disobey Levi Garrison’s order. 

They quickly came to the shore of Hantan, which had been slashed by thunder. 



In such a harsh environment, it is almost a restricted area of life. 

Looking around, the shore of the cold lake is full of scorched earth and scorched rocks, 
but the area is on ordinary ground, and the earth and rocks here are extraordinarily 
hard. 

Murong Qingxue had no doubt that any piece of black stone that was dug up at random 
would be an unparalleled material. 

Because these coke stones have been transformed into indestructible things under the 
quenching of thunder for many years. 

Even the scorched earth can burn a superb item, and under the hands of a top 
blacksmith, it is very likely to be refined into a top magic weapon. 

The two women continued to look around, and soon found something resembling a 
bone under the scorched earth and scorched rock. 

Murong Qingxue reached out to get it, only to find that two of the black bones instantly 
turned into powder, which made her a bit disappointed. 

“It seems that this bone has long been smashed by the thunder.” 

Gongsun Yueying sighed and said with some frustration. 

“This bone is intact, is it the legendary bone?” 

Murong Qingxue soon found another charred bone. 

In order to make sure that it was correct, Murong Qingxue also urged the force to strike, 
but as a result, the Jiaogu was not damaged in the slightest. 

 


